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Annual Sales(2017)

USD 400,000,000

Export Amount(2017) USD 900,000
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Export country

china,mexico,Kyrgyzstan

Distribution network
Performance

lotte, hyunda, gs, cj, etc
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POSSD.POT

Primavera 3 PLY pot

POSCO’s new material Pure Stan Possd has
corrosion resistance of stainless steel 304
and magnetic properties of stainless steel
430. Therefore, it is possible to use the Pure
Stan Possd in induction as well as gas.
‘New material Pure Stan Possd’ adopting
the POSStrip process as POSCO’s new
technology received the Global Steel
Association Innovation Award in 2015 and
is 1.7 times stronger than ordinary stainless
steel.
The Pure Stan Possd is a material that
passes through even an accelerated salt
spray test to maximize corrosion resistance
and durability.
It is also manufactured to easily pour out
food in a pot by applying the pouring rim
system

The product of up-to-date design made with
CLAD(STS+AL+STS) in European style.
The elite of kitchen useful for electricity,
gas and induction with remarkable
endurance, it makes homemaker’s skill in
cooking the best

FOB Price

USD 57.85

FOB Price

USD 19

FOB Price

USD 12.39

M.O.Q.

1,000 PCS

M.O.Q.

Negotiable

M.O.Q.

1,000 PCS

Target Customer

20s~40s

Target Customer

20s~40s

Target Customer

20s~40s

+82-2-2605-8334

Target Countries

Asia, China, South America,
Russia, ETC

Target Countries

Europe,Asia, China,
South America, Russia, ETC

Target Countries

Europe, Asia, China,
South America, Russia, ETC

livingart1987@gmail.com

Product characteristics
-	Triple-layered bottom(stainless +
Aluminium + Stainless Steel) Stainless
+ Aluminium(99.9% purity) + Stainless
Reduces the cooking time considerably
Heat-reducing effect
-	High heat distribution Excellent in nonstick performance and energy reduction.
-	Made of materials that were carefully
selected through the unique precess of
Livingart.

DIOBACCO STS Frying
Pan & Royal Pan (IH)
DIOBACCO STS Frying Pan & Royal Pan (IH)
Conductive strong heat with method of
clasic sigma of triple floor surface coating
Aluminum added between stainless makes
the fryingpan triple surface coating with
heat conductivity ideally and spreads the
heat evenly also it is capable on gas range or
induction cooking.

living
baby goods

Living Art is a manufacturer specialized in
stainless steel kitchen utensils. It is a company
that puts its customers first in its philosophy
that perfect quality attracts eternal customers.
Based on the production technology and
experience accumulated in the stainless steel
kitchenware industry for many years, Living Art
will devote itself to the development of products
that can give pleasure to the kitchen and will
expand to the Korean and overseas markets
based thereon. Living Art has established a
systematic production management system
through ISO 9001 quality management system
and ISO 14001 environment certification
system.
Living Art will reward the customers with
kitchen appliances including stainless steel
kitchen appliances that are useful for life
and products with world-class quality that
combines economic efficiency, functionality, and
practicality with world-class design.
Living Art prioritizes the consumers and all of
our employees in Living Art promise to do their
best by operating without losing their initials.
Thank you.
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#flypan #pot #kitchenware #kitchen appliance

Contact Point
cho byeong hak
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